INFOSYS SAP S/4HANA SERVICES

MAKING BUSINESSES

LIVE & DIGITAL

THE ENTERPRISE
LANDSCAPE AS WE
KNOW IS CHANGING
Today, businesses need agile systems and solutions, capable of realizing fast-changing strategies and processes. However,
the enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems in use are expensive and slow in adapting to the rapidly changing
business needs. They are unable to deal with the large amounts of data within and outside the enterprise, and are
incapable of providing real-time analytics for fast and timely decision-making. This issue is only compounded as current
ERP systems also lack the capability to:

Generate real-time
insights

Integrate IoT &
cognitive technologies

Meet customers’
hyper-connectivity &
digitization needs

Seamlessly integrate
with cloud-based
applications

Perform on-demand
functions

WHAT DOES THIS
MEAN FOR BUSINESSES?

Missed business growth
opportunities when core systems
and solutions are not agile

to lack of automation capabilities
within the enterprise

Delay in real-time data
availability leads to business loss

Lost competitive edge due to
outdated technology solution
with higher TOC

BUSINESSES NEED A
ROBUST & AGILE ERP CORE
SOLUTION – SAP S/4HANA
As business process digitization picks up pace and becomes critical to improving competitive advantage, there is a need for
a robust and an agile ERP solution - SAP S/4HANA. With this, businesses can become intelligent and integrated, and can
expect negligible process disruption and higher security for current investments.

BUT WHY SAP S/4HANA?
With SAP S/4HANA, businesses can maximize their ROI…

options to
host and
application
availability on
premise and
cloud

Improves
business
process support
to bring direct

Provides and
supports digital
platform
strategy

Brings more
agility to handle
ever-changing
business
scenarios

SAP HANA brings
the ability to scale
up and provide
high performance

Serves as a
future-proof
solution with
seamless
integration with
cloud-based
applications

HOWEVER, THIS
TRANSITION COULD PAVE
THE WAY FOR NEW DOUBTS
Business and IT leaders may wonder…

What will the
impact be on
my
organization’s
existing
infrastructure?

How long will
it take to
implement the
solution?

How can I
leverage it to
simplify
operational
processes and
derive real-time
insights?

Can the solution be
tailored to my

Are there any
tools and
accelerators that
can decrease the
time of the
program?

needs with minimal
customization?

How will it
impact the
overall user
interface?

WITH INFOSYS SAP S/4HANA
SERVICES, BUSINESSES
NEED NOT WORRY

GREENFIELD HYBRID
IMPLEMENTATION

SUITE ON
HANA (SOH) MIGRATION

USE CASE BASED
PROOF OF CONCEPT (PoC)

End-to-end implementation
service leveraging Infosys
IDEA - Activate Methodology and
Infosys S/4 Adoption Framework to
accelerate implementations

Deliver SOH migration to
SAP HANA database with high-level
of automation for custom code
impact assessment, remediation
and performance optimization

The SAP S/4HANA system and

BUSINESS CASE AND
VALUE ASSESSMENT

with a rapid PoC
post-assessment, or during the
value discovery workshop

ADOPTION STRATEGY
AND ROADMAP

ECC TO SAP S/4HANA
SYSTEM CONVERSION

roadmap for process
architecture and IT, with
relevant, technology-enabled
objectives for meeting
strategic business goals

Our proprietary conversion
approach and tools empower
businesses to move ECC
applications to SAP S/4HANA
while mitigating conversion
risks and reducing costs

Helps conduct
comprehensive business
process assessments to
understand
with SAP S/4HANA

INFOSYS BRINGS A UNIQUE
EDGE TO THIS TRANSITION
40%

Faster implementation
cycle using Infosys
Catalyst solutions

70%

Reusability with Infosys
Catalyst - SAP S/4HANA

80%
code remediation during
migration/conversion

20%

Faster design
phase1

30%
in testing

Up to 25%
during assessment
phase1

OUR COMPREHENSIVE
FRAMEWORK & SERVICE
OFFERINGS ARE POWERED BY…
Infosys' SAP
S/4HANA
consultants

Proven de-risked
methodology

Rich proprietary
toolsets

Strategic SAP
alliance

Dedicated SAP S/4HANA
Transformation Center of
Excellence (CoE)
Our deep expertise in
SAP S/4HANA
implementation &
operations

in AMS for SAP
S/4HANA

Global SAP

Engaged with
SAP
Co-Innovation
Lab (COIL)

SAP S/4HANA
Value
Assurance
Partner

HANA
Operations

…AND INFOSYS
ACCELERATORS FOR
SAP S/4HANA IMPLEMENTATION
Infosys brings a comprehensive suite of accelerators, part of Infosys Cobalt, that can be deployed in all stages of migration,
conversion and implementation. This helps ensure faster, seamless adoption of SAP S/4HANA with high degree of automation,
reduce IT complexity and enable flow of real-time information with an ERP system that can help run a live, digital business,
and make data-driven decisions for your enterprise.

Leverages Infosys SAP S/4HANA Adoption
Framework backed up by 40+
tools/accelerators to implement
SAP S/4HANA solutions

IDEA - Activate

SAP S/4HANA solution reduces
implementation time frame and cost

Infosys Catalyst

Infosys HANA CMO
performance optimization

Automates process and IT impact assessment,
reducing business and IT team involvement
and time, which accelerates assessment

S/4 Assist

Complete automation of front- and back-end Fiori

Instant Fiori

INFOSYS SAP S/4HANA
IMPLEMENTATION WINS
Global consumer goods company achieves end-to-end
global MRP run for all 12 plants once a day, in 5.4 hours
in SAP S/4HANA versus the 18 hours it took in ECC
where MRP was run for individual plants.

Healthcare major optimized
2 days in SAP S/4HANA
compared to 2 weeks in ECC.
US-based confectionary giant closed SAP S/4HANA
reporting system in 1st month of go live.

Leading pharma company gained real-time supply
chain visibility with SAP S/4HANA which was not
possible with earlier legacy application.

Largest pharmaceutical company in Africa leveraged
SAP S/4HANA to automate its custom processes,
legacy landscape.

Get in touch with us to accelerate your digital journey,
with Infosys and SAP S/4HANA, at: askus@infosys.com
Infosys Cobalt is a set of services, solutions and platforms for enterprises to accelerate their cloud journey. It offers over 14,000 cloud assets, over 200 industry cloud solution
blueprints and a thriving community of cloud business and technology practitioners to drive increased business value. With Infosys Cobalt, regulatory and security
compliance, along with technical and financial governance comes baked into every solution delivered.
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